
COMPANY PROFILE
UAE Shunda Real Estate is an legally registered by the Dubai Land department of Economic
Affairs of Dubai. UAE Shunda Real Estate has signed sales agreements with well-known
developers such as EMAAR, DAMAC, SOBHA, MEYDAN & ORIENTAL PEARLS. UAE Shunda Real
Estate is an professional real estate agency service company located in the center of Dubai
(near Burj Khalifa), mainly deal with property leasing and selling of residential and commercial.
The company pursues scale, standard and service integration. Companies adhering to the
honesty based service purposes and "fair, professional" service concept, for those who want to
invest in overseas client, friends from all ways to provide a perfect, thoughtful, caring service
You have no worries after buying any property from UAE shunda real estate.

UAE Shunda Real Estate has a young, professional, energetic and passionate real estate agent

professional team. The company adheres of “people-oriented” and attaches great importance

to the cultivation and accumulation of talents. The company provides employees with a good

competition and promotion environment, and makes it work harder to make a contribution to

the development of UAE Shunda Real Estate. In order to better serve customers, the company

regularly hires senior real estate professional trainers to provide comprehensive professional

knowledge and professional skills training for employees, and continuously improve the

professional quality of employees. In today's increasingly fierce market competition, people in

the UAE attach importance to knowledge accumulation, introduce new ideas, and improve the

overall service level of the company. Efforts will be made to attract high-quality talents to join,

enhance the overall strength of the company, and ultimately provide quality services to

overseas investors.

As a new industry, we know that the next step is still very long, and we feel that we have a long
way to go, but we are still insisting, still moving forward, still have a passionate, tough The up-
and-coming, young heart has a unique passion for the cause of a young person. We firmly
believe that there will be a bright future. For this reason, we are fighting high spirits and hope
to create a bright future together with our sincerity and work hard!


